
Challenge

The food industry, like many others, requires precise measurement 

of ingredients when making products. Bakeries are no exception and 

require their machines to operate constantly within the tolerances set 

by their operators. Subtle changes in those tolerances through operator 

error require specialist interaction to monitor and make any adjustments 

necessary. Accessibility to the machine is paramount, but due to 

geographical and accessibility challenges this is not always possible in a 

timely manner, and machine downtime is not an option. 

An easy to configure and deploy system was very important as time on 

the site was limited due to external factors. It needed to be secure and 

the connection reliable. TOSIBOX® enabled Lawrence Electrical and Atlas 

to deliver this in a size that is easily installed virtually anywhere.

Lawrence Electrical is a family-owned 
company and have been in business for 
many years. They understand the 
meaning of service and have built up a 
truly impressive reputation in the 
electrical automation sector. Equally 
Atlas have a formidable reputation and 
their partnership allows companies to 
operate smoothly.
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TOSIBOX® helps access baking machines in difficult location 
Baking industry saves time and money using TOSIBOX® 



Solution

A TOSIBOX® Lock was installed inside a panel servicing part 

of the machine allowing the external specialists access 

whenever any issues were flagged by the operators or to 

monitor its progress in general operation. The installation was 

completed with the full cooperation of the bakery with the Lock 

preconfigured prior to deployment, minimizing the amount of 

time required on site. Space and the harsh environment created 

their own problems, but TOSIBOX® Lock has yet again proved its 

reliability in extreme conditions.

Since the installation, most of the issues that would have 

required a site visit have been averted and the bakery have seen 

an increase in operational efficiency. It has helped prove that 

there were problems with operators not understanding the user 

interface of the machine sufficiently, so mistakes were made. 

Training has been key, and without TOSIBOX® remote access 

it would not have been possible to educate operators in the 

production environment where space is a major problem.

Network integrity, security and isolation are paramount, and 

TOSIBOX® Lock helps deliver this with its 256bit encryption, 

effectively eliminating any access issues that would be present 

if it were possible to install another remote access option. 

This added layer of security has given a renewed confidence 

for remote access technologies opening the way for additional 

Locks to be installed.

As TOSIBOX® continues to excel saving time and money, 

Lawrence Electrical and Atlas plan to expand their installations 

into more critical and space conscious environments 

implementing other solutions from the TOSIBOX® product range.
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Finland
sales@tosibox.com

support@tosibox.com

Sales, Finland, tel. 044 709 0100

Sales, International, tel. +358 44 709 0200

www.tosibox.com

“I hate networks, but I love Tosibox!” 

David Lawrence, 

Managing Director, 

Lawrence Electrical
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Benefits

• Highly secure connection

• Isolation of the machine from the general network

• Space is paramount 

• Cost savings on travel time
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Remote access via  
TOSIBOX® Key

Flour hopper

Internal 
controllers

Control panel and  
web server

TOSIBOX® Lock

Installation diagram


